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What is the science in common objects?
Where do the ideas for the discoveries
and inventions come from? How do
everyday items lead to more
clever ideas and more inventions?

Present tense verbs are given priority in
this book to simplify English as a second
language (ESL) understanding.
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Glass – Mummies to Marbles
Thousands of years ago, the Egyptians
use natron in their mummies. It is a
type of soda salt used to dry out the
mummies. Traders transport the salt
from hundreds of miles away. One
night, the traders camp by the sea
shore. They build a big fire on the
sandy beach using natron blocks to
support their cooking pots.
The next morning, they notice
glass where the fire had been.
They discover that heating sand and
soda makes glass. Today, globs
of hot glass are rolled on giant
screws to make cool marbles.
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British Museum
Wikipedia by Joe Mabels

Amazing!
Silicon in sand becomes
clear glass. Silicon is
also used to make silver
colored computer
micro-chips.
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Thousands of years ago,
the Greeks learn how to
grind clear glass into
curved shapes. They use these
lenses to focus sunlight to start
sacred temple fires. Later, people
forget how to make lenses.
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Lens – Fires to Focus

In the middle ages, people in Europe
use glass containers full of water to
magnify threads while making lace.
Today, we say this phrase to mean someone famous.
For
example, “The
big the
wigs walked
down
the red
Someone
gets
idea to
grind
a carpet”.
curved lens and make a magnifying
glass. Today, lenses focus light for
glasses, cameras, telescopes and
microscopes.
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Amazing!
Microscope lenses magnify
tiny microbes, like
bacteria, so we can see
them. Telescope lenses
also magnify space so we
can see distant galaxies.

With lenses you can see the need for soap.
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Soap – Ashes to All Clean
There is a legend from long ago that
people notice that clothes washed in
the river from Mount Sapo are the
cleanest. On Mount Sapo religious
ceremonies take place where animals
are sacrificed. That is, the animals
are burnt as an offering to the gods.
Someone notices that it is the
cooked animal fat mixed with wood
ashes that makes the clothes all
clean. Today, many soaps are still
made from animal fat and wood
ashes (lye).
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Soap Bubble by Mila Zinkova on Wikipedia

Wikipedia by Walter Siegmund

Amazing!
Can you imagine how
smelly our world would
be without soap? The
soap molecule has two
ends. One likes grease
and the other end likes
water. This is why soap
is successful at cleaning.

Cameras took the pictures of these soap bubbles.
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Camera – Room to Zoom
The Latin word “camera” means
“room.” The Romans notice
that light shinning through a hole or
lens and into a dark room, make an
upside down image.
2,000+ years later, someone sees
that silver chemicals are light
sensitive. They develop film. Zoom
lenses are invented to make images
look bigger.
Today, digital cameras use electronics
to store images instead of film.
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Amazing!
Light focuses an
image through a lens
to take pictures.
Without this simple
fact, there will
be no smartphone
selfies.
Need to invent paper before pictures
can be printed.
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Paper
– Wasp to Write On

Wikipedia by Richard_Bartz

Long ago in China, someone
notices wasps making a nest.
The bug bites off bits of
wood, chews and spits them
out to form the wasp nest.
The person gets the idea for
making paper.
Today, we write on paper still
made from bits of wood.
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Wikipedia by Clchen711

Amazing!
Can you imagine human
history and our everyday
life without paper?
Someone notices bug spit
in nature and humans get a
way to write down our ideas
to share today and with the
future.
Next, a powder changes the world!
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Fireworks – Bamboo to Bang
Over a thousand years ago,
the Chinese want to make
noises to scare away “evil
spirits.” They notice that
bamboo explodes in a fire
as the air bursts from the
natural segments.
Later, someone searching
for a potion to prolong
life accidentally discovers
gunpowder. Next, gunpowder
is placed in the bamboo.
When lit, the firecracker
goes off with a bang.
Today, fireworks, guns and
rockets still work in similar
ways.
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Wikipedia by Billy Hicks

Amazing!
There is irony in the fact that gunpowder that
today is responsible for taking so many lives,
is discovered trying to find a way to prolong life.
Paper is wrapped around fireworks.
Paper is also used for printing.
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Printing – Blocks to Books
Throughout most of history, books are
written by hand. Each book
takes a long time to copy.
Handwritten books are expensive.
In the 1500’s, Gutenberg is a
goldsmith. He gets the idea to cast
individual block letters. He puts them
together to form words.
He uses the big screw from a wine
press to push the ink from the letters
onto the paper pages. This makes
books faster and less expensive.
Today, Printing Presses still use
the same idea.
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Wikipedia by Daniel Ullrich.

Amazing!
Books have impacted humans
more than any other object.
Thousands of years before
the internet, books share
scientific discoveries from
India worldwide. This
includes: Indo Numbers,
cotton and steel.
Now days, many books are also electronic e-books.
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Electricity – Twitch to Switch
In the 1770’s, Galvani studies frog
muscles. He notices that sparks
of static electricity make the dead
frog legs move.
He attaches the frog legs to an
iron frame with copper tacks.
Something makes the legs twitch
by themselves. He wrongly thinks
the legs move because of animal
electricity.
Later, a person named Volta notices
that two different metals with a
special liquid between them make
electricity. He invents the battery.
Today, we switch on batteries for
portable power.
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Amazing!
Later, it is discovered that
turning a wire near a magnet
makes electricity flow too.
Our world is powered and
empowered by electricity. No
electricity, then no electronics.

Radios also have electric switches.
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Radio – Sparks to Speakers
Like pebbles in a pond, energy has
waves. In the 1880’s, people notice
that electric sparks make radio
waves. Later, it is learned that
it is the quickly changing flow of
electricity that makes the radio
waves. Wireless communication
called “radio” is invented.
Antennas transmit or send the
signals. In the receiver, these radio
waves are changed back into sound
in the speaker.
Today, radios, cell phones and Wi-Fi
all use radio waves.
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Wikipedia by Sakurambo

Amazing!
Radio and Light are all
electromagnetic waves. That
is, they are made of waves
of electrical and magnetic
radiation. The difference is
the length. Light is billionths
of a meter long. Radio waves
vary in length from a football
to longer than a football field.

Over 100 years ago, people listened to radios
at night while kerosene lamps lit their rooms.
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Oil - Goo to Gas
Before electricity, whale oil lamps
lights the night. The over hunted
whales become scarce and their
oil expensive. A new light source is
needed.
Long ago, people first notice the
black goo of oil. It seeps to the
surface from pools deep inside
the earth.
In the 1850’s, ideas from alcohol
stills are used to distill kerosene
from oil. Kerosene is big business.
Kerosene is burned in lamps.
Gasoline or ‘gas’ is also distilled
from oil. At this time, there is
little use for gas.
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Wikipedia by Dschwen

Amazing!
Oil is made over millions of years. Life in
ancient seas dies and settles on the sea floor.
Over time, the dead creatures are covered
over with sand. With lots of heat and pressure
the carbon turns into oil and natural gas.

Kerosene lamps bring light to night
until the electric light bulbs are made.
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Light
– Flame to Filament
In the late 1800’s, most homes are
lit from kerosene flames. That is,
until Edison makes light bulbs. He
also invents the electrical system
to power them.
Electricity heats the thin filament
until it is so hot it glows. Edison
uses carbon fibers from baked
bamboo as a filament.
Today, our light bulbs use longer
lasting tungsten filaments.
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Then

Now

Close up of a filament.

Amazing!
Flowing electricity turns into light. The light
bulbs above are called incandescent. Filaments
glow to make light. Today, many light bulbs
are fluorescent. The do not have filaments.
They use mercury molecules to make the white
phosphor coating glow and give off light. These
light bulbs use less power and last longer.

Light bulbs are the symbol for good
ideas. Next, two brothers come up
with a doozy.
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Airplane - Toy to Take-Off
Years ago, a father gives his two
young sons a flying toy to play with.
The Wright Brothers are fascinated
with flight from then on.
When they are adults, they make
a glider that can carry a person.
Next, they figure out how to control
the aircraft. Finally, they add an
engine to the wood and cotton cloth
plane. In 1903, they fly in the first
airplane.
Today, planes take-off and fly
around the world.
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Amazing!
The Wright Brothers make their own gasoline engine to
power the first plane. They design the propeller after
much trial and error in a small homemade wind tunnel.
They fly from Kitty Hawk Beach. The wind gives extra
lift. They land on the soft sand. To reduce weight,
the first planes do not have wheels.
When the first planes fly in the skies, most
people on the ground still ride in horse pulled vehicles.
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Car – Meat to Model T
The first cars are expensive, so only the
rich can buy them. Henry Ford wants to
make affordable cars for everyone.
He notices a meat packing plant. The
animals come into the plant and are
slaughtered. Next, they are put on
moving hooks and disassembled into meat
portions.
Henry gets the idea of using
interchangeable parts and a moving
assembly line to make cars. His factory
makes millions of inexpensive Model T
cars.
Today, our cars, airplanes and electronics
are made on similar production lines.
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Amazing!
At this time, kerosene lamps light homes. Gasoline is a
by-product without much use. Ford`s internal combustion
car engines use the inexpensive gasoline. Precision machines
like lathes and gear cutters and skilled workers make the
close tolerance interchangeable parts.
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Up to now, food is cooked over fires, in ovens or
on stoves. This changes with more waves.

Microwave – Melt to Meals
In 1946, Dr. Percy Spencer is
an engineer with the Raytheon
Corporation. He works near a
new Radar tube. He notices
that the microwaves from the
tube melts a chocolate bar in
his pocket. Raytheon is the
first to use this energy to make
microwave ovens to cook meals.
Microwaves are a type of radio
waves. Today, these ovens, cell
phones and satellites all use
microwaves.
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Amazing!
Microwaves are another type of electromagnetic
radiation like visible light and radio waves.
Microwaves are longer than light and shorter
than radio waves. Microwaves are used for more
than just cooking. They are used for cell phones
and satellite communications.
No need to microwave popcorn until TV’s are invented.
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In the early 1900’s, radio is the main home
entertainment. Young Philo Farnsworth
plows the fields at his family’s farm. He
gets an idea. If you scan a picture row by
row, then you could see and not just hear
radio.
As an adult, Philo invents electronics that
scan pictures - like plowing - row by row.
Television is invented using the ideas
of Philo and others. E-beams scan the
pictures. The signals are sent through the
air on radio waves. An antenna picks up
the signal and converts it row by row back
into pictures.
Today, TV’s and computer screens also use
flat LCD panels. They use microchips to
control each point of light called a pixel
instead of scanning.

Wikipedia by Stefan Kühn

TV – Plow to Picture

30
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Wikipedia by Don O’Brien

Amazing!
The word television means “to see from far away”.
Sound and picture signals come into most homes on the
planet. At first, the signals are sent through the air
with radio waves. Now, satellite dishes, digital electricity
and light send the signals directly too our homes. Let`s
hope the technology will be used to educate as well as to
entertain.

Today, we see movies on our TV’s, computers and smart phones. Hard to
believe that the first still cameras could only take one B&W picture at a time.
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Film – Motions to Movies
People want to know if a galloping horse
ever lifts all of its hoofs off the ground
at the same time. In 1878, a running
horse is photographed with 24 still
cameras. As the horse runs by, it set off
tripwires that take the pictures. The
pictures answer the question - yes.
More importantly, the pictures are shown
in sequence. They show the horse in
motion. Edison and others get the
idea to make movie cameras that
take many pictures a second.
This leads to silent black and
white movies. Later, sound and
color are added to make the
“movies” we have today.
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Amazing!
Movies bring together so much science. Light captures
images through lenses in cameras. Synchronized sound
is turned into magnetic and electrical patterns then back
inti sound. All this technology has grown step upon step
throughout time. Today, electrical-magnetic waves let us
watch and record videos on our smart phones.
May we appreciate and actively engage our lives to learning
about the science that brought us to this point. As we
understand the science in everyday objects, may we apply
this technology to improve the lives of everyone on this
earth, even as we explore and expand to Zip codes in space.
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Conclusion
Common objects come-from clever
ideas. The ideas come-from noticing
nature; solving needs and wanting
to make money.
Through hard work, trial and error
and lots of luck, the ideas become
inventions.
There are connections between
ancient mummies, frog legs and
modern movies.
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Natron for mummies leads to
glass. Glass becomes lenses for
cameras. Twitching frog legs lead
to electricity. People put all these
together to make movies.
The origins of common objects are
easy to understand. When we see
where they come-from, we also
light the path from past ideas to
new inventions.
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Credits
Unless otherwise noted, pictures are in
the public domain.
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Epilog
Every common object has science and
a story that connects it to our lives.
Whale oil lamps once lit most homes.
Whales became scarce. People discovered
a new kind of lamp oil from petroleum.
Later, electric light bulbs replaced oil
lamps as a way to light homes.
Next, airplanes are invented. Guess
what they use for fuel? Airplanes use
lamp oil. Understanding the origins of
everyday objects helps us invent the
future.
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